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Abstract
DECADE is a very high power generator that will be built at Arnold Engineering Develop-

ment Center in Tullahoma, Tennessee by the Defense Special Weapons Agency. The full
facility consists of 16 modules. Two full power modules (DM1 and DM2) have been built to
verify the DECADE design at Physics International. Each module consists of a 570 kJ Marx
generator that pulse charges a water transfer capacitor. The transfer capacitor discharges into
a water output line through an array of 6 parallel triggered gas switches. The water output line
then pulse charges the inductive store/opening switch pulse compression stage. When the
opening switch opens, the inductive store discharges into an electron beam bremsstrahlung
diode load.

The initial testing of the DM1 module has been completed. The electrical design of the
module will be presented, including circuit modeling results. The test data from a module
will be compared to the modeling results. This test data, including reproducibility and timing
accuracy, was used to predict the output form the full system of 16 modules and a subset of 4
unit modules (DECADE Quad). One option under consideration is to deploy a DECADE
Quad at the testing center in Tennessee prior to the full 16 module system. The design sketch
of the DECADE Quad and the predicted output based on the modeling and the demonstrated
module performance is included in this paper.
Introduction

The DECADE facility (Figure 1) will be the first high power x-ray simulator in the US to be
built using inductive store/opening switch (IS/OS) technology for the final phase of pulse
compression.1" The advantage of using IS/OS technology is that the energy is stored magneti-
cally at high density near the load providing for high power, short pulse discharge once the
opening switch opens. The plasma opening switch (POS) has been used for pulse compres-
sion and power amplification in a variety of inductive energy storage systems with conduction
times ranging from tens of nanoseconds to over one microsecond.01" The use of IS/OS tech-
nology rather than the conventional capacitive storage technology becomes critical for large
(>50 TW), short pulse (20 ns) electron beam (bremsstrahlung x-ray) generators.
DECADE Module (DM1) Description

A side view of the DECADE test module is shown in Figure 1. The principal components
are the Marx generator, the transfer capacitor (TC), the triggered output switches, the water
output line (OL), the vacuum insulator, the magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL)
that serves as the inductive store, the plasma opening switch (POS), and the electron
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beam/bremsstrahlung diode load. Also shown in this figure is a sketch of the power or energy
transfer from the Marx to the load. The discharge sequence begins by first command trigger-
ing the Marx generator, this results in pulse charging the transfer capacitor (TC). Output
switches are then command triggered and the pulse is transported down the output line prior to
charging the inductive store/POS stage in 250 ns. The final event is the opening of the POS,
this discharges the inductive store as a current charged pulse forming line into the diode load.
Circuit Model and Output Performance

A circuit model has been developed over the last few years as a design tool for the DECADE
system. Most of the circuit elements are modeled as transmission line segments. The com-
puter code then simulates circuit performance by keeping track of transmission and reflection
at the transmission line segment interfaces. The code runs quickly on an IBM-386 (or higher)
PC, since no differential equations are solved. The circuit model for DM1 is shown in
Figure 2. The model has been developed to attain excellent agreement with electrical per-
formance of all components up to the conduction current into the POS. Due to the presence of
plasma and electron beam between the POS and the diode there are presently no reliable
electrical diagnostics to allow quantitative calibration of the model down stream of the POS.

The principal electrical diagnostics along the machine are Marx current monitors (current
viewing resistors on each sub-Marx), capacitive voltage monitor on the TC, capacitive voltage
monitor in the oil upstream of the tube, current monitors in oil and vacuum (B-dots) at the
tube and in the anode upstream of the POS. The current monitors and the tube voltage moni-
tor are calibrated to about ±5%. The voltage monitor on the TC has not been carefully
calibrated.

The measured waveforms along the machine are compared to the model calculations for
shot 1143 as shown in Figure 3. The model calculations agree within experimental error for
the well calibrated monitors and the shape of the voltage on the TC agrees with the measure-
ment.

The voltage produced by the opening action of the POS can be "measured" using the voltage
measured at the tube, the current measured in the MITL, and the known impedance and length
of the transmission line between the monitor and the POS location. A comparison of the
"measured" voltage at the POS with the module calculations is shown in Figure 4(a). The
agreement between the model calculations and the measured waveforms is attained by adjust-
ing the assumed profiles for the diode and POS impedances. The final assumed profiles that
achieved optimum agreement in both shape and amplitude are shown in Figure 4(b).

In addition to the electrical measurements discussed above, there are also x-ray radiation
measurements including a filtered Si PIN that provides a measurement of the x-ray power
pulse shape. An example of the measured x-ray power pulse shape from shot 1143 is shown
in Figure 4(c). The timing jitter of this radiated power is critical to the analysis of the pre-
dicted performance of a multiple module system as discussed in the next section.
DECADE System Design - Bremsstrahlung Radiation Load

The planned DECADE machine is shown in Figure 1. This machine consists of 16 electri-
cally independent modules similar to the DM1 module. Each of the 4 large Marx tanks
contains 4 separate Marx modules. Each of the quads (large Marx tank plus 4 TCs and OLs)
is mounted on tracks and is designed to move back to facilitate tube, MITL, and output switch
maintenance. The diode array consists of 16 hexagonally close packed ten inch diameter
pinched beam bremsstrahlung diodes. The radiation output from the machine provides a
uniform (2 to 1 peak to valley), approximately 10,000 cm2 test area 5 inches from the plane of
the diodes. Notice each of the modules is operated independently from the Marx through the
diode and can be fired separately or as the 16 module ensemble. The predicted dose pattern
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for DECADE based on the single module (DM1 shot 1341) radiation measurement is shown
in Figure 5.

The combination of the radiation output from the individual modules into a single composite
40 ns (FWHM) radiation pulse at the testing plane requires; low total timing jitter (<10ns
command fire to peak x-ray power), a narrow 35 ns FWHM single module pulse width, and a
method of adjusting timing differences between modules.

The x-ray power measured on a run of 16 shots on DM1 are shown in Figure 6. The 16
waveforms are shown overlaid as referenced to the initiation (t=0) of the command fire se-
quence. This is a method of simulating the expected radiation pulse shape from the 16
module system with one module. Adding up all of these 16 radiation waveforms produces the
predicted composite DECADE radiation pulse shape also shown in Figure 6. Note the
FWHM of the predicted radiated power on DECADE is 40 ns.

The last critical timing issue for the DECADE system is the ability to adjust timing differ-
ences among the individual modules. This timing difference should be small (<20 ns) since
the Marx capacitance and Marx charge voltage will be carefully controlled among the mod-
ules. The DECADE system design includes two methods of adjusting the individual module's
time to x-rays. First each module on DECADE has a separate command fire timing control on
the TC output switches. The capability to adjust module timing over a 100 ns range has been
demonstrated on DM1. The second method of timing control is to adjust the POS conduction
time by changing the plasma density of the conducting plasma. The electrical parameter that
is adjusted to change the POS plasma density is the POS plasma gun charge voltage. Each of
the modules on DECADE will have a separate computer controlled voltage power supply for
the POS guns. The capability to adjust the module timing over a 30 ns range by this method
was also demonstrated on DM1. Either method can be used to eliminate the projected timing
differences between modules on DECADE. The reason for providing both methods is that the
peak power from individual modules may be optimized at different conduction times in which
case the TC timing control would be used to eliminate timing differences.

Two full power test modules have been built at Physics International Company to verify the
DECADE design before constructing the facility in Tennessee. The two modules can either be
operated in separate test facilities or combined into a common load by opening a moveable
shielding wall as shown in Figure 7. The front end of the second DECADE module (DM2)
that was recently completed is shown in Figure 8. This new module is completely computer
controlled and is the final demonstration system before constructing a radiation test facility in
Tennessee.
DECADE Quad

One of the options under consideration is to initially deploy four modules or a quarter of the
DECADE system in Tennessee. A drawing of a DECADE Quad in the bremsstrahlung load
configuration is shown in Figure 9. Each of the four modules will have a separate ten inch
diameter pinched-beam bremsstrahlung diode.

The DECADE Quad will also be capable of driving a plasma radiation source (PRS) load
for producing soft x-rays from 1 to 8 keV. A conceptual sketch of one option for combining
the output from all four modules into a single PRS load is shown in Figure 10. The design
sketch shows the vacuum section of the Quad. The majority of the upstream vacuum MITL
hardware is the same as for the bremsstrahlung load. The PRS MITL hardware, instead of
terminating in a separate diode load, has a transition from coaxial geometry to triplate. The
four triplate sections from each module would join a central triplate disc feed. The power
from the triplate disc would be combined into the PRS load using a standard post hole convo-
lute.
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The PRS radiation output is predicted by first using the circuit model as shown in Figure 2
with modifications for a PRS load. The circuit model modifications consist of deleting the
POS and bremsstrahlung load and adding a MITL section for combining the modules and an
imploding plasma model for the PRS load. The peak predicted current for the DECADE
Quad driving an imploding plasma load is 7.5 MA as shown in Figure 1 l(a). The second step
in predicting the radiation output is to use the experimental scaling data from other machines
to predict the Argon k-line radiation yield for 7.5 MA as shown in Figure ll(b). This scaling
data suggests the DECADE Quad should be capable of producing at least 65 kJ of Argon
radiation. One area requiring further development is the demonstration of stable PRS implo-
sions when driven by 300-400 ns current pulses. Figure 11 shows the required implosion time
on the DECADE Quad is 350 ns while the majority of the scaling data was taken on faster
machines with less than 100 ns implosion times.
Conclusions

The final design verification tests of the 16 module DECADE machine are in progress on
two full power modules, DM1 And DM2. The modular design for DECADE allows flexibil-
ity in the next phase of implementation in Tennessee. A design sketch of a four module
DECADE Quad machine has been completed. This machine should be capable of producing
20 krad (Si) over 2200 cm2 at 1.5 MV end point with a bremsstrahlung load and greater than
65 kJ of Argon k-line radiation.
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Figure 1. DECADE Simulator
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Figure 2. Side View and Circuit Model of a DECADE Module
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Figure 3. Electrical Measurement from DM1 on Shot 1143 Agrees
Within 5% with the Circuit Model Results (Marx to the MITL)
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Figure 4. The Voltage Generated by the Plasma Opening Switch
is 1.9 MV. The X-ray Radiation Produced in the Electron Beam

Diode is Also Measured
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Figure 5. DM1 RarJation Measurements on Shot 1341

Figure 6. Composite DECADE Pulse Width from 16Shots'ts4Qns

Figure 7. The DECADE Test Facilities

Figure 9. DECADE Quad Brems Configuration

Figure 10. DECADE Quad Direct Drive PRS
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Figure 11. With Improved Stability at Longer Implosion Times the
DECADE Quad will be Capable of 65 kJ of Argon K-fine Radiation
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